Introduction
With the progress of science and technology in com-puter and Internet on all areas of actuation, triggered by a computer security problem, more and more people is arouse strong concern. Computer virus gradually in-creases and becomes the main threat to the computer security. Windows operating system has the most users, in order to benefit,Windows operating system becomes the primary target of the virus. Most common file format in Windows is PE, and there are many different kinds of PE infectious virus and it affects the worst, So it is urgent to curb PE infectious virus.
The serious threat to computer posed by virus greatly accelerates the development of anti-virus technology. Signature detection technology is one of the traditional virus detection technology, adopted by most virus detec-tion software, and its characteristic is easily to be realized and can identify the virus types. Signature detection technology needs to use the virus signature database. With the virus species increasing, it is need to constantly update signature database, declining the detection effi-ciency. Virus signature extraction mainly relies on man-ually extraction of experienced experts, but this method is time-consuming, and its extraction rate significantly lagged behind the virus update speed, causing the useless in the signature detection technology of the new un-known virus. In order to deal with the large number of unknown viruses, it is imperative to minimize the dam-age of unknown viruses, and study the new virus detec-tion means. This article gradually deep into virus re-search in PE file type started by the principle of comput-er.
Current research
Mainstream divided virus detection technology Ref. [1] : signature detection, calibration and testing, behavioral surveillance law. Advantages signature detection methods are known for the high efficiency of virus detection, to identify the type of virus, make the appropriate treatment based on the 6th International Conference on Advanced Design and Manufacturing Engineering (ICADME 2016) test results; disadvantage is the high cost of extracting signatures need to constantly update the signature database Ref. [2] . Calibration and testing method uses the history of the original file checksum value and the current value is detected file checksum comparison to determine whether the contents of the file is modified, and then infer whether the virus tampered with. This method can find known viruses, but also to discover unknown virus, but can not get the virus name, can not deal with virus-infected files, the early outbreak, no signature extracted from the emergency measure Ref. [3] . Behavior Surveillance Act, also known as host-based intrusion prevention technology, is a proactive defense technology. This technique is to conduct an executable program as a feature to detect viruses, these acts include: file read and write, port operations, network access, modify system services, registry and other sensitive operations. The advantage of this method is to known and unknown viruses have a more accurate test results. Its disadvantage is the higher rate of false positives, can not distinguish between viral species, likely to cause instability in the system Ref. [4] .
Architecture heuristic detection model
Heuristic detection model can quickly determine whether a sample to be tested using a modified encryption (self-modifying) technology, if it is an ordinary PE files directly to the static heuristic detection model; if it is deformed to encrypt dynamic heuristic virus detection model dynamic heuristic model based on hardware-assisted virtualization technology Xen has high transparency, can effectively prevent virus detection for virtual environments. Produce new variants of the virus expressly PE virus in a virtualized environment, will be submitted to the nascent PE static heuristic virus detection model. Static heuristic detection model mainly uses PE file heuristic information as a feature, feature streamlined through heuristic signatures deposited using KNN classifier trained to classify, to achieve the detection of unknown viruses.
Design and implementation of a static heuristic detection model
Diomidis Spinellis proposed and proved "accurate detection of viruses of limited size is an NP-complete problem." Ref. [15] . Literature Ref. [16] proposed a program to accurately determine whether the code is malicious algorithm does not exist, it needs human intervention. Data mining algorithms can be applied to previous knowledge and experience in the approximate virus detection, to improve the detection of unknown viruses efficiency, reduce false positives and false negatives are very helpful.
Static heuristic detection model is mainly workflow: First, the sample set containing normal files and virus files for training, extract relevant features heuristic heuristic information based on PE, using information entropy heuristic features streamlined heuristic streamlined save feature to the feature library for virus detection based on SVM using distance weighted KNN classification algorithm, due to heuristic virus is characterized by common features, it can detect unknown viruses to some extent.
This module has a PE legitimacy detection module, heuristic feature detection modules. Main functions: to traverse folders to be scanned, the simple signature detection file, if the detection is successful explanation is known viruses. Failure to detect improved KNN classifier to detect unknown viruses; then if the test results are unsure, indicating that the virus uses a shell or encryption technology, the class file to a separate virtual dynamic heuristic detection model run, the virus in order to run will generate a new file, locate the newly created file sent plaintext heuristic virus detection model again classified.
PE legitimacy detection module will be detected PE file to the memory map and read into RAM, and PE file format compared to normal and then determine whether a file is detected as a legitimate PE file. E_magic structure by comparing the DOS file header and 'MZ' is equal to determine whether the legitimate head of DOS; then compare the PE header structures Signature and 'PE' is equal to determine whether the legitimate head of PE, legality testing process as shown above.
Design and implementation of dynamic heuristic detection model

Hardware-assisted virtualization Xen
Xen developed by the University of Cambridge a key open source projects. Xen supports paravirtualization (PV) and full virtualization (HVM). The former requires the upper virtual machine operating system be modified to adapt to Xen virtual environment provided; the latter does not need to modify the virtual machine operating system but requires CPU supports virtualization.
Xen virtual environments is mainly composed of Domain 0 and Domain U. Domain 0 is a modified Linux kernel, Xen VMM runs on a unique virtual machine, as the expansion of secondary HVM VMM to create, close other virtual machines. Domain 0 is always paravirtualization, it can directly access some of the physical hardware, and run simultaneously with other interacting (Domain U HVM Guests and Domain U PV Guests) in a virtual machine on the platform. Domain U HVM Guests unprivileged entire virtual machine has a special daemon Qemu-dm, the process is carried out to support HVM Guests Internet access and disk access requests. Virtual firmware HVM Guests must be provided by the Xen simulation BIOS initializes initialized HVM Guests of the operating system to work properly.
Dynamic heuristic detection model is based on hardware-assisted virtualization on Xen. The model effectively use self-modifying techniques to detect variants of the virus. The main features of the model shown in Fig Working in VMM Monitor module can detect the specified process HVM special behavior, such as CR3 update these actions will trigger VMExit. According to these behaviors determine whether there is a new virus program generation, if there is to save the PC counter current process, stack and registers and other information to the Share Page in Domain 0. After the information is copied, Monitor module calls sent to Domain 0 Event Channel Control Module Message in a suspended Domain 0 HVM waiting for treatment.
Monitoring the specified process: l Monitor section to determine the name of the executable program mirroring process, because the process of switching Guest OS need to change the contents of the register CR3, and if you set the first 16 VMCS in VMX-EXECUTE FIELDS structure is a content CR3 changes will trigger VMExit into Xen. l Xen in vmx_vmexit_handler functions can catch and handle the exception, while access to the Guest OS FS register information. l Ring 0 is stored in the register under FS KPCR (processor status block) information, the data structure has an important role in the operating system kernel, the structure can be obtained by the name of the currently running processes. l Process Name and procedures will be monitored Mirror Monitor name matches a successful match is called virus positioning module, register CR3 preservation process page directory base address, the contents are saved to improve the efficiency of the next match.
File micro filter driver to achieve positioning nascent virus
Variants of the virus to use self-modifying code technology, the machine code to the operating system is encrypted. Such viruses are executed in a virtual environment to produce new viruses plaintext file, the file system filter driver is the best way to locate these new files. File-based micro-filter driver nascent virus positioning module is mainly responsible for monitoring the nascent virus production and self-destruction.
Design Objectives: The main objective of monitoring the progress of the file designated driver layer is created, the file write operations, file delete operation to locate the newly generated virus file in plain text. Driver layer also need to establish a communication port and application layer, to establish communication mechanisms. Part of the application layer is responsible for initializing the drive, monitor the process-related information will be sent to the driver layer.
Typically the process access to the file through the file related API function, the kernel function is implemented as: I / O Manager get the file access request, the request is generated based on the corresponding IRP file access, IRP contains the common file access requests, e.g. create, read, write, and finally the IRP will be sent to the file system driver, to the file system driver to complete a specific request. File system filter driver micro-encapsulation of the above file operations to the corresponding pre / post operation, complete the appropriate filtering.
The main works: a kernel driver file to get the type of operation to obtain contextual information of the target file, and then get the file object to be operated concrete path and make progress information of the operation, if the process of monitoring the path of the file list will be passed to the application layer .
Conclusions
Due to advances in computer and internet science and technology, in all areas of the actuator is great, by the problems caused by computer security, has attracted intense attention. Computer security-related issues are the most difficult threats from viruses. Windows family of operating systems has the most customers, more vulnerable to hackers of all ages. And because Windows PE files are the most widely used file formats, so the maximum impact of the PE file viruses variety. In response to PE file viruses, many methods have been proposed to detect the virus. These viruses have their own means of detection for the case. This paper presents a heuristic detection model can effectively detect unknown viruses, virus variants.The main work:
The relevant principles of the virus, classification and propagation mechanisms of computer viruses. Details of the relevant technical anti-virus software used to analyze the advantages and disadvantages of these technologies.
Starting from the PE file structure, study PE file viruses, including general technical and advanced technologies used in the PE file virus. Virus detection means of deformation virtualization technology. Summarizes the series and PE file structure associated heuristic features. In order to increase the degree of heuristics which distinguish the characteristics of the use of information entropy contribute little to streamline the classification features. The use of distance-based SVN weighted KNN classifiers, classification is better, avoid the curse of dimensionality. After selecting the appropriate test to verify the value of K, effectively reducing the false positive rate and false negative rate. Static heuristic model designed to detect, through experimental verification can detect unknown viruses A hardware-assisted virtualization, dynamic detection model based on the model with the file system filter driver effectively detect micro self-modifying code technology virus. Dynamic heuristic model provides a virtual environment, virtual execution encrypted viruses to produce new viruses plaintext files, files are filtered capture files created driven behavior, effectively locate the position of the new file generated with a static heuristic detection model effectively detect the virus files.
Follow-up work and outlook, heuristic features used in this paper is an abstract general characteristics of the virus, although able to detect unknown viruses, but can not classify the virus can not know the specific information the virus, they can be promptly submitted to the unknown virus specifically pick extracted signature to the true purpose of detection. Dynamic heuristic model uses a file system filter driver technology, have some impact on the performance of the system. For some take-virus kernel level rootkit technology, the paper has not made a corresponding detection methods.
